DRAMADANCE FEST 2016
AUDITION SLIP

NAME: __________________________________________

HOMEROOM: __________________________________________

HOUSE: _______________________________________________________________________

I AM AUDITIONING FOR (circle correct answer):

DRAMA   DANCE   BOTH

Why do you want to be involved in DramaDance Fest in 2016?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

What Drama/ Dance experience do you have? (list training, styles of dance you can do and the level you have attained in these styles, any dance or drama exams you have completed, where you currently do classes in dance and/or drama, any acrobatic tricks you can do, any special performance skills you have like juggling, accents, etc)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Please sign the following statements:

- I am available to rehearse on both afternoons my House is rehearsing and I can stay for the whole rehearsal time.
- If I am cast, I will cooperate fully with my Year 12 student leaders and the mentor teachers associated with each House.
- I have attached a photo. (No photo = No casting).

Signed: ___________________________________ (student)  ___________________________________ (parent)

Date: ______________________________

Please return this form to the tray on the desk inside the PAC by FRIDAY 27 NOVEMBER.